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Archive is an attempt to reconstruct some logic of  twenty 
years of  work.

It consists mainly of  my studio practice as well as documentation 
photography and collaborative projects I’ve been doing with 
Tamy since 2008.

I’ve tried to create some linear chronological sequence but find 
that impossible to follow through as times lingers in different 
forms over much larger spans of  intervals.
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These characters are being aware of the fact that they 
are being watched or gazed that make it the experience 
more embarrassing they try to say something about 
painting in this state of mind
     They are silent.

If “the eyes are the organic prototype of philosophy” 
(Sloterdijk) --- The face is the prototype of language, 
it has a pre-language age existence it consists of the 
language in it.
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You Wanna see me do a feminist performance?
I can do a feminist performance, 
And it will be 
Of its time.
Itll include current events.
Current events that I happened to read about in the newspaper along 
with everybody else
I read about um in the newspaper 
Would you like to see that performance?

I was invited to be in the pavillion.
I dont know (explains)
We just got to talking  ...and she asked me what im working on 
right now and i said, well, what would you like me to be working on  
….and we just chatted
Im just lucky that way
I got a nack
For being an ass licker

 “In dis proposal i commit to the prostitution of current political issues 
for the benefit of my artistic career.”

“I do so pledge”
“I do so pledge”
“that I shall supply” 
“that I shall supply”
“your calendar with predictable events”
“amen”

See, if i know what the curator wants
Then i can make a legitimate performance.
Itll be of its time. 
Here you go officer sir. Das my cv, its current its current, its  
up to date. 

Whada ya got for me today woman?
I got a feminist performance 
aaight
Let me see dat performance
Ok ok warmly warmly
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The artist as a homosexual bully

the artist as a colonialist timeless 
placeless superior impotent 
warrior who is funded by great 
nations and grand institutions 
to deliver his non -discoveries 
which nobody cares about to 
the art venues so that we can all 
rest assured that there really is 
nothing out there.




